Year 11 Live Learning - Information for Parents
Since January, the children have worked hard and have produced good quality work and, as a result
of regularly accessing the lessons and using the feedback, children have made good progress. We
thank you for your support with this.
As ever, we are always looking to extend our offer, so after February half term, we are going to add
two new elements to our offer: live learning and enrichment activities.
The live learning will be an opportunity for children to work online with their teacher to further their
progress. This will look different in different subjects, as teachers will work out how the students will
best be served by this kind of learning.
Enrichment activities are still opportunities for learning, but will include physical challenges, learning
new skills and competitions, allowing them to be away from screens and learning in a different way.
Enrichment activities can be found on Moodle in the Enrichment folder.
A new timetable will be issued to structure the children’s work on Moodle, please see attached. Live
lessons will be at fixed times within the week and it is an expectation that children attend. The rest
of the week is timetabled, but this can be flexible to fit your family's needs and resources.
How to access a live learning session:




Live learning will take place on Zoom. The link to the live learning session will be found on
Moodle with the other remote learning work for the week. There will be a heading: ‘Live
Learning’ and students will click on the link. There will be further guidance on the web-site
to show students this process.
When they click on the link they will enter a waiting room and the teacher will then admit
the students when the session is ready to begin.

Student Live Learning Responsibilities









Be in a shared space in their house, rather than in their bedroom
Keep the meeting link, invite, password private
Use their full name in the session
Web Cameras are optional
If using the camera be dressed appropriately with a neutral background
Using appropriate language in the text bar
Wear headphones for improved sound quality
The usual learning behaviours expected in school are expected online, including punctual
arrival at sessions.

Please be mindful that other children might see or hear anything in the background of your home
All live lessons will be recorded and stored according to Leeds schools' guidelines
Y11 live learning sessions will begin on the 22nd February

